
A Pledge to Basketball ‘92

My name is Heemi Hill, I’m courteous and pleasant
Although I’m not a can of Coke I’m very effervescent

I’m here tonight to demonstrate my talent and my flair
As Entertainment Director on the B’ball courts next year
I’m your on-court team announcer; I have a lot to say

I’ll encourage fans and make them shout and scream and hoot and yay!
And when they’ve clapped their hands raw and their vocal cords are stretched

I’ll start them hooting “BP BEARS” and play some sound effects
But that’s not all, “There’s more?” you cry, “What else has Heemi done?”

I’ve pulled some strings (and other things) to make the season fun
There’s be fashion shows and dancing and that’s not all I see
There’s be guests from stage and radio, the odd one from TV

I see clowns and singing, skits and bands and if that’s not enough
The Radio Taranaki Cheerleaders will stuff you with their stuff

’93 will be a winner for big BP Bears fans
We’ve got crazy competitions to raise them from the stands
Our half time half way basket shoot will get them on the floor

To shoot for B’ball prizes and to go into a draw
For something quite substantial like a brand new microwave

Has anybody got one they would like to give away?
They’ll shoot for petrol vouchers, or a huge BP Bears Pack

With a sweatshirt, t-shirt, autographed ball and a BP Bear and Hat
We’ll hold a “Design a Banner” and ask the fans to draw
A banner for the BP Bears and once again they’ll score
They’ll win some BP Bear gear and I think you will agree

We should put the winning banner up for everyone to see
We’ll number each and every chair; we’ll pick a lucky one

Then sometime on the night we’ll ask the fans to raise a bum
To check to see their number and the number’s worth a lot
We’ll give away fifty dollars to whose sitting on the spot
And finally, the big one, to bring them to their knees

A full BP auction of our BP Celebrities
Every BP Bear Fan would die to be a winner

Of a night out with their hero, complete with wine and dinner
And that is all I have to say and how I plan to be

The BP Bears Entertainment Director, 1993
Thanks for tuning in just while I rattled off my pome

I’ve said enough, I’ve done my stuff and now I’m going home.
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